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风水
Abstract. This paper is devoted to the Old Prussian phrase ʃwaiāʃmu ʃupʃei 
buttan ‘to his own house’ (Enchiridion, III 876). Far from being simply the 
result of a syntactic error, the genitive ʃupʃei ‘of oneself’ can be recognized 
as the reflex of an archaic syntactic pattern, the “submerged genitive”, which 
has left numerous traces in Baltic and other Indo-European languages (Slavic, 
Greek, Latin, Old High German).
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1 Introduction
The syntax of Old Prussian is notoriously difficult to analyze in any detail 
as a result of the fact that its most significant documents are word-for-word 
translations from German and provide us only limited access to the real use of 
the language. To overcome this difficulty, scholars generally attach particular 
importance to all those passages where non-trivial divergences can be observed 
between the German and the Old Prussian text, with the hope that these diver-
gences may reveal linguistic features genuinely rooted in Old Prussian. Need-
less to say, this principle of analysis presents serious limitations, because it may 
happen that the diverging Old Prussian text simply shows a scribal mistake or 
misunderstanding, without any foundation in the language. This is not a reason 
for discouragement, however, at least not completely. A close examination 
of diverging micro-contexts can sometimes give us a glimpse of interesting 
features of Old Prussian syntax. The aim of this paper is to call attention to one 
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such feature, which can be called “the submerged genitive”. It is offered to Axel 
Holvoet in recognition of his outstanding contribution to Baltic linguistics.
2 Old Prussian
In the Old Prussian translation of Martin Luther’s Enchiridion (1561), we find 
the following passage:
(1)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 876 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 kas ʃwaiāʃmu  ʃupʃei  buttan  
 who.nom.sg 3.sg.poss.dat.sg self.gen.sg house.acc.sg
 labbai perʃtallē
  well manage.prs.3
 German
 der ʃeinem  eigen Hauʃe
 who.nom.sg 3.sg.poss.dat.sg own.dat.sg house.dat.sg
 wol fuͤrʃtehe
 well manage.subj.prs.3
 ‘who manages his own house well’ (translation Schmalstieg 1974, 130)
As a rule, the syntax of the Old Prussian translation is very closely based 
on the corresponding syntax of the German original text. In particular, the 
case system of Old Prussian is largely calqued on the case system of German 
through basic equivalence rules equating the individual case forms of Old 
Prussian with those of German. The passage mentioned above represents 
an obvious exception to this principle: the German adjective eigen ‘own’, 
which should stand in the dative case according to the grammatical agree-
ment required by the context (cf. Germ. ʃeinem…Hauʃe ‘to his house’),1 is not 
rendered by a corresponding adjective in the dative in Old Prussian, but by a 
pronominal genitive ʃupʃei (III 876), literally ‘of oneself’. That this form must 
be analyzed as a genitive is supported by the fact that its ending -sei is abun-
1 Note that the Prussian text has a ‘mixed construction’ (ʃwaiāʃmudat…buttanacc) due to an 
imperfect rendition of German ʃeinem…Hauʃe, where the dative is better marked on the posses-
sive than on the noun. On mixed constructions in Prussian, see Euler (1985), Zigmantavičiūtė 
& Zigmantavičiūtė (2000, 34–38), Petit (2007), Schmalstieg (2015, 297–301).
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dantly attested in the Old Prussian corpus with the function of a pronominal 
genitive:2
• maiʃei ‘of me’, cf. ʃen maiʃei pollīgun = Germ. mit meines gleichen ‘with 
my neighbor’ (III 684)
• twaiʃei ‘of you, your’, e.g. twaiʃei Deiwas = deines Gottes ‘of your God’ 
(III 2713)
• ʃwaiʃei ‘of him, his’, cf. ʃwaiʃei ālgas werts = ʃeines lohns werd ‘worthy 
of his hire’ (III 8718) 
• ʃteʃʃei ‘of the…’, e.g. ʃteʃʃei Tāwas = des Vaters ‘of the father’ (III 653) 
• ʃchiēiʃe ‘of this…’, e.g. ʃchieiʃe kermenes = diʃʒ Leibes ‘of this body’ 
(III 419) 
• tenneʃʃei ‘of that…’, e.g. tenneʃʃei pallaipʃans = nach ʃeinen Geboten 
‘[following] his orders’ (III 398)
As a rule, the emphatic adjective sups / subs ‘self’ (Old Pr. *subas, appar-
ently from PIE *subhos)3 agrees with the noun or the pronoun it contributes 
to emphasizing, in the nominative: tans ʃups ‘he himself’ (III 5715 = Germ. er 
ʃelbs), noūʃon Rikijs Chriʃtus ʃups ‘our Lord Christ himself’ (III 12115-16 = Germ. 
vnʃer Herr Chriʃtus ʃelbs), in the genitive: prei ʃteʃʃei ʃupʃas etnīʃtin ‘by his own 
grace’ (III 638 = Germ. durch deʃʃelbigen gnade), in the dative: ʃebbei ʃupʃmu 
‘to himself’ (III 9510 = Germ. jm ʃelbʃt), Chriʃto ʃubbʃmu ‘to Christ himself’ 
(III 9510 = Germ. Chriʃto ʃelbs), or in the accusative: mijlis twaian Tawiʃen kai 
tien ʃubban ‘love your neighbor as yourself’ (III 9716 = Germ. Liebe deinen 
Neheʃten / als dich ʃelbʃt), bhe ʃtan Druwīngin Noe / ʃubban Aʃman ‘and the 
pious Noah being himself the eighth’ (III 11913 = Germ. vnd den gleubigen Noe 
2 Cf. Trautmann (1910, 261–262 § 208, 264 § 211, 265 § 213), Rosinas (1988, 103). The origin 
of the pronominal ending -sei is disputed (< PIE *-si̯o + particle -i according to Trautmann 
1910, 262, more imprecisely Schmalstieg 1974, 125). 
3 Old Pr. sups / subs < *subas (< PIE *subhos) is usually seen as derived from the PIE reflexive 
stem *su̯e- enlarged by a “suffix” *-bho-, i.e. *su̯e-bho- put in the zero grade (full grade *su̯e-
bho- → zero grade *su-bho-), cf. Stang (1966, 238). From a functional point of view, there 
is nothing against the assumption that a particle “self” derives from a reflexive stem, whose 
original meaning is likely to have been purely emphatic (“self”) rather than reflexive (“one-
self”). But, from a morphological point of view, the shift to the zero grade *su-bho- remains 
completely ad hoc: there is no evidence that the PIE reflexive particle *su̯e- was subject to 
ablaut. The formation of the word itself is questionable: is it derived by means of an obscure 
suffix * -bho-? or compound with a root *-bheh2- (*-b
hh2-o-)? All this remains a matter of 
conjecture.
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/ ʃelb Acht), even if the accusative is due to a mistranslation of the German text: 
eʃʃe Deiwan ʃubban ‘from God himself’ (III 6511 = Germ. von Gott ʃelbs).
Particularly frequent is the collocation stan ʃubban = den ʃelben ‘the same’ 
(e.g. III 294) with various equivalents in the German text = daʃʃelbig (III 2914), 
den ʃelbigen (III 3912), daʃʃelbige (III 3514, 472-3, 557, 592-3, 7310, 9521, 997, cf. 
also III 9913-14, 1171, 1251), daʃʃelb (III 1173), dieʃelbige (III 10528), dieʃelbe (III 
11927), acc.pl. ʃtans ʃubbans = Germ. den ʃelben (III 376), dieʃelbigen (III 8519). 
As far as grammatical agreement is concerned, the Old Prussian emphatic 
adjective sups or subs ‘self’ generally behaves like the corresponding adjec-
tives of Lithuanian pàts and Latvian pats ‘self’, both of which agree with the 
noun or the pronoun to which they are linked. Instances from Old Lithuanian 
(Mažvydas, Daukša) are the following:
• Nominative: tu pats ‘yourself’ (MŽ 585); ghis pats ‘himself’ (MŽ 1404); 
ius patis ‘yourselves’ (MŽ 918); tews pats ‘the father himself’ (MŽ 6213); 
pátis Wieʃʒpatis Diewas ‘the Lord God himself’ (DP 2321 = Pol. ʃam Pan 
BÓg) 
• Genitive: per tawa paties didighi Suʃimilima ‘by your great charity’, 
lit. ‘by the great charity of yourself’ (MŽ 10320 = Germ. durch dieselbe 
deine grundlose Barmhertzigkeit); per io paties tikranghi ʃʒodi ‘by his 
own true word’, lit. ‘by the true word of himself’ (MŽ 14019 = Germ. 
durch seine eigene wort); nůġ páties Diéwo ‘from God himself’ 
(DP 27612 = Pol. od ʃámego Bogá) 
• Dative: Tau pacʒem ‘to yourself’ (MŽ 5388 = Lat. Tibi soli, Germ. an dir 
allein); patʒem Diewui ‘to God himself’ (MŽ 1157 = Germ. Gott selbst); 
pacʒ̇am’ Wieʃʒpati Diewuy ‘to the Lord God himself’ (DP 317 = Pol. 
ʃámemu Pánu Bogu)
• Instrumental: pacʒiu dáiktu ‘through the thing itself’ (DP 2924 = Pol. 
ʃáma rʒecʒ̇a); ʃu patimi Lútheriu ‘with Luther himself’ (DP 20430 = Pol. 
ʒ ʃámym Luthrem)
• Locative: kuri eʃt pateme Jeʃuʃe Chriʃtuʃe ‘that is in Jesus Christ himself’ 
(MŽ 3015 = Lat. quae est in Christo Iesu); iamé patimé ‘in himself’ 
(DP 4548 = Pol. w nim ʃámym)
• Accusative: ʃugawa pati Welna ‘he deceived the devil himself’ (MŽ 918, 
2822, 29612); inġ páti̗ prâgara̗ ‘into Hell itself’ (DP 14710 = Pol. do 
ʃámego pieklá)
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Instances from Old Latvian are the following:
• Nominative: tu pats ‘yourself’ (Elger 1621, 1705); wiņʃch pats ‘himself’ 
(JT 1685, Mk 4, 27); Jeʃus pats ‘Jesus himself’ (JT 1685, Lk 3, 23) 
• Genitive: wiņņa paʃcha ʃaime ‘his own household’, lit. ‘the household of 
himself’ (JT 1685, Mt 10, 36); no paʃcha Zilweka Jsʃtahʃtiʃchanas ‘from 
the man himself’s interpretation’ (JT 1685, 2Peter 1, 20); no paʃcha 
Dibbena ‘from the bottom itself, in-depth’ (MLG ca 1690, 90 = Germ. 
gründlich) 
• Dative: ʃew paʃcham ‘to himself’ (JT 1685, Acts 21, 11); Deewam 
paʃcham ‘to God himself’ (Manzel 1654, 20530-31)
• Accusative: us paʃchu leelu Pirkʃtu ‘on the great toe itself’ (MLG ca 
1690, 185 = Germ. auf den groʃʒen Zeh)
If we come back to Old Prussian, the agreement rule described above is 
generally respected. In two single instances, the adjective subs ‘self’ is left in 
the nominative, though its syntactic head stands in the accusative (ex. 2) or the 
dative (ex. 3):
(2)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 491 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 Deiwas Emnes aʃt arwiʃkai
 God.gen.sg name.nom.sg  be.prs.3  really
 en ʃien ʃups Swints.
 in itself.acc.sg self.nom.sg holy.nom.sg
 German
 GOTTES Name iʃt zwar
 God.gen.sg name.nom.sg  be.prs.3.sg  really
 an jhm ʃelbs heylig
 in itself.dat.sg self holy.nom.sg
 ‘The name of God is really holy by itself.’
(3)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 7318 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 Sta aʃt ʃtas arwis kērmens
 this.nom.sg.nt be.prs.3 the.nom.sg.m true.nom.sg.m body.nom.sg.m
 bhe krawia  Noūʃou  Rikijas […]
 and blood.nom.sg.f  1.pl.gen.pl Lord.gen.sg
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 eʃʃe  Chriʃto ʃups  enʃadinton.
 from Christ.dat.sg self.nom.sg implanted.nom.sg.nt
 German
 Es iʃt der ware Leib
 this.nom.sg.nt be.prs.3.sg the.nom.sg.m true.nom.sg.m body.nom.sg.m
 vnd Blut vnʃers HERrn […]
 and blood.nom.sg.nt 1.pl.poss.gen.sg Lord.gen.sg
 vonn Chriʃto ʃelbs eingeʃetzt
 from Christ.dat.sg self implanted.nom.sg.nt
 ‘This the true body and blood of Our Lord […] implanted by Christ
 himself’
There are two possible explanations. In (2), it is possible that the nomina-
tive ʃups refers to the subject of the sentence emnes ‘name’, not to the reflexive 
pronoun ʃien. But this explanation cannot work for (3), where the subject is of 
neuter gender (stant ‘it’) or of mixed gender (kermensm bhe krawiaf ‘the body 
and the blood’). An alternative explanation could be that the unexpected nomi-
native subs is an imprecise rendition of the corresponding form in the German 
original selbs (Modern German selbst), used in both instances as an adverb 
without clear case marking. A more problematic instance is III 4916, where the 
German adjective ʃelbs, apparently used in reference to a dative (von ihm), is 
translated in Old Prussian by an obscure form ʃubbai (ex. 4):
(4)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 4916 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 Deiwas rīks pereit labbai eʃʃetennan
 God.gen.sg kingdom.nom.sg  come.prs.3 very  from=him.acc.sg
 ʃubbai  bhe noūʃon madlan
 self without 1.pl.gen.pl prayer.acc.sg
 German
 Gottes Reich kombt  wol
 God.gen.sg kingdom.nom.sg come.prs.3.sg  very
 on vnʃer Gebet von ihm ʃelbs
 without 1.pl.poss.acc.sg prayer.acc.sg  from   3.sg.dat.sg self
 ‘The kingdom of God comes from himself without our prayer.’
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The form ʃubbai cannot be analyzed as an accusative (in reference to tennan 
‘him’) nor as a nominative (in reference to the masculine rīks ‘kingdom’). The 
most likely explanation is that it is based on the understanding of German ʃelbs 
as an adverb, rendered in Old Prussian by a form distinctively marked by the 
adverbial suffix -ai (cf. labbai ‘well’).
In the last-mentioned instances (ex. 2–4), an unmarked German form (ʃelbs) 
is either translated in Old Prussian by a nominative (subs) or understood as 
adverbial (ʃubbai). This cannot have been the case with ʃupʃei (III 876), clearly 
marked as a genitive. Trautmann (1910, 210, § 112) describes its use as a 
“mixed construction” (Germ. gemischte Konstruktion) and adds (1910, 268 § 
223) that “the passage is not necessarily to be recommended, since we expect 
swaisei = Lith. sawo” (Germ. die Stelle ist nicht unbedingt zu loben, da wir 
„swaisei“ = lit. „sawo“ erwarten). This qualification is too imprecise to be 
really useful to understand the syntax of ʃupʃei. A more accurate explanation 
is needed.
When dealing with Old Prussian, it is always necessary to start with the 
German substrate which constitutes the basis for the Old Prussian translation. 
Old Prussian ʃupʃei renders the German adjective eigen ‘own’, which, in this 
context, is not clearly case-marked: this could have been instrumental in the use 
of an unmarked form in Old Prussian, but can hardly account for the choice of 
a marked genitive. From a semantic point of view, the specificity of an adjec-
tive ‘own’ (Germ. eigen) is that it can be understood as the possessive form 
corresponding to the emphatic adjective ‘self’ (Germ. selbst). ‘Own’ means ‘of 
oneself’, just as ‘my’ means ‘of me’, ‘your’ ‘of you’, etc. The striking point is 
that ‘own’ semantically puts the emphasis on the possessor, but formally agrees 
with the possessee, exactly in the same way as a possessive adjective like ‘my’ 
or ‘your’ refers to the possessor, but formally agrees with the possessee.
Basic form I you he, she we they self
Possessive form my your his, her our their own
The equivalence between German eigen and Old Prussian ʃupʃei appears in 
two other passages of the Enchiridion (ex. 5–6):
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(5)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 4320 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 noʃtan kai as tennēiʃmu




 Auff  das ich ʃein
 on  that.acc.sg.nt 1.sg.nom.sg 3.sg.poss.nom.sg
 eygen ʃeye
 own.nom.sg be.subj.1.sg
 ‘so that I may be his own’ (translation W. R. Schmalstieg 1974, 130)
(6)  Old Prussian Enchiridion, III 459 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 is ʃupʃai iʃpreʃnā neggi ʃpartin
 from self.gen.sg reason.acc.sg nor strength.acc.sg
 German
 aus  eigener  Vernunfft  noch  Krafft
 from own.dat.sg reason.dat.sg nor        strength.dat.sg
 ‘(neither) from his own reason nor strength’
Interestingly enough, however, two other instances of German eigen are 
rendered directly by the adjective ʃups / ʃubs ‘self’ (ex. 7–8):
(7)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 10317 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 Beggi niaintonts aʃt ainontinreiʃan
 for no one.nom.sg be.prs.3 one time.acc.sg
 ʃwaian ʃubban menʃan dergēuns.
 refl.poss.acc.sg self.acc.sg  flesh.acc.sg hate.part.pass.nom.sg
 German
 Denn niemandt hat jemal
 for no one.nom.sg have.prs.3.sg ever
 ʃein eigen fleiʃch gehaʃʃet.
 3.sg.poss.acc.sg own.acc.sg flesh.acc.sg hate.part.pass.nom.sg
 ‘For nobody has ever hated his own flesh.’
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(8)  Old Prussian: Enchiridion, III 10315 [1561]
 Old Prussian
 Tīt turri dijgi ʃtai wijrai
 so have.prs.3 also the.nom.pl men.nom.pl
 ʃwaians gannans milijt 
 refl.poss.acc.pl wives.acc.pl love.inf
 kāigi ʃwian ʃubban kērmenen.
 like refl.poss.acc.sg self.acc.sg body.acc.sg
 German
 Alʃo  ʃollen auch die Menner
 so have.prs.3.pl also the.nom.pl men.nom.pl
 jre Weiber  lieben /
 3.pl.poss.acc.pl wives.acc.pl love.inf
 als jre eigene Leibe.
 like 3.pl.poss.acc.pl own-acc.pl body-acc.pl
 ‘Also men should love their wives just like their own body.’
These examples show an incorrect use of the adjective sups / subs ‘self’ 
(emphasis on the referent) instead of ‘own’ (emphasis on the possessor of the 
referent). We are thus confronted with two different solutions to the same problem 
of translation: German eigen ‘own’ is rendered either by the genitive ʃupʃei ‘of 
oneself’ (ex. 1, 5–6) or erroneously by the adjective ʃups / ʃubs ‘self’ (ex. 7–8). 
What these two solutions have in common is the impossibility of translating Germ. 
eigen directly: this suggests that Old Prussian did not have an adjective ‘own’.
3 Lithuanian and Latvian
In this respect it is interesting to note that the other Baltic languages encoun-
ter the same difficulty. In their oldest existing texts they lack an adjective 
‘own’ and particularly in translated texts have to resort to different strate-
gies to render it, in a way very much similar to Old Prussian. In Lithuanian a 
sequence like ‘my own body’ is routinely translated as màno patiẽs kū́nas (‘the 
body of myself’), where the adjective ‘own’ is rendered by the genitive patiẽs 
‘selfgen.sg’ agreeing with the possessive genitive màno ‘of megen.sg’. Since the 
possessive meaning is regularly conveyed in Lithuanian by possessive geni-
tives (màno ‘of me’, tàvo ‘of yousg’, jõ ‘of him’, jõs ‘of her’, mū́sų ‘of us’, 
jū́sų ‘of youpl’, jų̃ ‘of them’), the genitive patiẽs, fem. pačiõs ‘selfgen.sg’, pl. 
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pačių̃ ‘selfgen.pl’ has an overt head in the genitive to agree with. There is ample 
evidence for this strategy already from the Old Lithuanian texts (ex. 9–12):
(9)  Old Lithuanian: Martynas Mažvydas (MŽ), Forma Chrikſtima,
 10320 [1559]
 per tawa paties didighi Suſſimilima.
 through 2.sg.gen.sg self.gen.sg big.acc.sg.det charity.acc.sg
 ‘by your own great charity’ (= Germ. durch dieselbe deine grundlose
 Barmhertzigkeit)
(10)  Old Lithuanian: Martynas Mažvydas (MŽ), Forma Chrikſtima,
 14019 [1559]
 Per io paties tikranghi ſʒodi
 through 3.sg.gen.sg self.gen.sg true.acc.sg.det word.acc.sg
 ‘through his own true word’ (= Germ. durch seine eigene wort)
(11)  Old Lithuanian: Martynas Mažvydas (MŽ), Catechismuſa Praſty
 Sʒadei, 5211 [1547]
 muſu pacʒiu teiſibes
 1.pl.gen.pl self.gen.pl justice.nom.pl
 ‘our own justice’ (= Pol. nasze sprawiedliwości)
(12)  Old Lithuanian: Martynas Mažvydas (MŽ), Catechismuſa Praſty
 Sʒadei, 3610 [1547]
 ijr iuſſu pacʒiu Panas eſti dą̗nguſu
 also 2.pl.gen.pl self.gen.pl lord.nom.sg be.prs.3 heaven.loc.pl
 ‘Your own Lord also is in heaven’ (= Lat. et vester ipsorum Dominus 
 est in cœlis)
In Old Lithuanian, possessive genitives like màno, tàvo ‘of me, of you’ 
often compete with possessive adjectives like mãnas, tãvas or manàsis, tavà-
sis ‘my, your’. The striking point is that even there the meaning ‘own’ can be 
rendered by the genitive patiẽs, fem. pačiõs ‘selfgen.sg’, which, like the Old 
Prussian genitive ʃupʃei, stands alone with no overt genitive to agree with. This 
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type is extremely rare, and I have been able to find only one instance of it in the 
Old Lithuanian corpus:4
(13)  Old Lithuanian: Mikalojus Daukša (DP), Postilla Catholicka, 
 5143 [1599]
 Jr tawa̗ pacʒ̇iós dûſʒia̗
 and 2.sg.poss.acc.sg self.gen.sg.f soul.acc.sg
 pêrwirs kalawias.
 pierce.fut.3 sword.nom.sg
 ‘And a sword will pierce your own soul’ (= Pol. A twoia właſna duſia
 prʒeniknie miecʒ̇)
The genitive pacʒ̇iós ‘of oneself’ (feminine), translating the Polish emphatic 
adjective właſna ‘own’, is linked to the possessive adjective tawa̗ ‘your’ (acc.
sg.). It agrees with a possessive genitive (‘of you’) which is not overtly expressed, 
but can be recovered from the deep structure of the possessive adjective (‘your’), 
thus providing an exact parallel to the Old Prussian structure ʃwaiāʃmu ʃupʃei 
buttan ‘to his own house’ (III 876). Interestingly enough, the same formulation 
is repeated in another passage, but with the possessive genitive:
(14)  Old Lithuanian: Mikalojus Daukša (DP), Postilla Catholicka, 
 497 [1599]
 Jr táwo pacʒios dûſʒia̗
 and 2.sg.gen.sg self.gen.sg soul.acc.sg
 pêrwers kaławiies.
 pierce.fut.3 sword.nom.sg
 ‘And a sword will pierce your own soul’ (= Pol. A twoie̗ właſna duſʒe
 prʒeniknie miecʒ̇)
It could be assumed that (14) represents a regular type of agreement of the 
emphatic adjective pacʒios ‘self’ with the possessive genitive táwo ‘of you’ (‘of 
4 This passage is based on Luke 2, 35, for which we find the following equivalents in Latin: et 
tuam ipsius animam pertransibit gladius (Vulgata), Polish: y duſʒe̗ twa̗ właſna̗ prʒeniknie miecʒ 
(Jakub Wujek 1599) and German: vnd es wird ein Schwert durch deine Seele dringen (Martin 
Luther 1545). Note that Latin has exactly the same syntactic structure as Old Lithuanian.
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yourself’ = ‘own’) and that (13) has replaced the possessive genitive táwo ‘you’ 
by the possessive adjective tawa̗ ‘your’, resulting in an odd type of agreement 
(‘your of self’ = ‘of yourself’ rendering ‘your own’). Or it could be argued the 
other way around that (13) is the basic structure, just as it is in Old Prussian, 
whereas (14) has restored an overt form of agreement between the possessor and 
its emphatic adjective. As we shall see, there is evidence for the antiquity of (13).
As a rule, Latvian uses only possessive adjectives for the first and second 
person singular (mans, tavs ‘my, your’) and possessive genitives for the other 
persons (gen.sg. e.g. viņa ‘of him’, viņas ‘of her’, mūsu ‘of us’, jūsu ‘of youpl’, 
etc.). When possessive genitives are used, the meaning ‘own’ is regularly 
rendered by the genitive paša ‘of (him)self’, pašas ‘of (her)self’, pašu ‘of 
themselves’, agreeing with these possessive genitives:
(15)  Old Latvian: Tas Jauns Testaments (JT), Mt 1036 [1685]
 Un  tha Zilweka Eenaidneeki irr
 and the.gen.sg man.gen.sg foes.nom.pl be.prs.3
 wiņņa paʃcha Saime.
 3.sg.gen.sg self.gen.sg household.nom.sg
 ‘And the man’s foes are his own household.’
(16)  Old Latvian: Tas Jauns Testaments (JT), Acts 312 [1685]
 ʒaur muhſu paſchu Spehku
 by 1.pl.gen.pl self.gen.pl power.acc.sg
 ‘by our own power’
(17)  Old Latvian: Tas Jauns Testaments (JT), 1Cor 735 [1685]
 Un to ſakku es 
 and this.acc.sg say.prs.1.sg 1.sg.nom.sg
 par juhſo paſcho  Labbumu.
 for 2.pl.gen.pl self.gen.pl good.acc.sg
 ‘And I say this for your own benefit.’
When the possessive adjectives mans, tavs ‘my, your’ (or the reflexive savs) 
are used, the meaning ‘own’ is likewise rendered by the genitive paša ‘of (him)
self’, pašas ‘of (her)self’, exactly in the same way as (13) for Old Lithuanian 
and (1) for Old Prussian:
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(18)  Old Latvian: Lettische Geistliche Lieder vnd Psalmen (LGLP), 
 1, 7517 [1685]
 manna paſcha Walſtiba
 1.sg.poss.nom.sg self.gen.sg kingdom.nom.sg
 ‘my own power’
(19)  Old Latvian: Georg Manzel, Das Hauſʒ=Zucht=und Lehr=Buch
 Jeſus Syrachs, 413 [1671]
 taws paſcha Gohds 
 2.sg.poss.nom.sg self.gen.sg honor.nom.sg
 ‘your own honor’
(20)  Old Latvian: Georg Manzel, Das Hauſʒ=Zucht=und Lehr=Buch
 Jeſus Syrachs, 413 [1671]
 taws paſcha Kauns 
 2.sg.poss.nom.sg self.gen.sg shame.nom.sg
 ‘your own shame’
(21)  Old Latvian: Alexander Johann Stender, Lustesspehle, 
 9024 [1790]
 ſawai paſcha muttei 
 refl.poss.dat.sg.f self.gen.sg mouth.dat.sg.f
 ‘to his own mouth’
This construction is still regular in Modern Latvian:
(22)  Modern Latvian
 Tā ir mana paša vaina.
 this.nom.sg be.prs.3 1.sg.poss.nom.sg self.gen.sg  fault.nom.sg
 ‘This is my own fault.’
(23)  Modern Latvian
 Cilvēkam vajag dzīvot
 man.dat.sg necessary live.inf
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 savu paša dzīvi.
 refl.poss.acc.sg self.gen.sg life.acc.sg
 ‘The man has to live his own life.’
(24)  Modern Latvian
 Viņi jau manus pašas
 3.pl.nom.pl already 1.sg.poss.acc.pl self.gen.sg.f
 suņus tramda.
 dogs.acc.pl scare.prs.3
 ‘They even scare my own dogs.’
It is likely that this construction was seen as extremely odd by the 
German-speaking clergymen who wrote the first Latvian texts, since they had 
in their language an adjective ‘own’ (Germ. eigen) regularly agreeing with 
the possessee. This may explain why we find in Old Latvian instances where 
Germ. eigen ‘own’ is erroneously rendered directly by pats ‘self’, used as an 
adjective, exactly as we have seen for Old Prussian (ex. 7–8):
(25)  Old Latvian: Tas Jauns Testaments (JT), Acts 2719 [1685]
 Un treʃchâ Deenâ mehs
 and third.loc.sg day.loc.sg 1.pl.nom.pl
 ar ʃawahm paʃcham Rohkahm
 with refl.poss.dat.pl self.dat.pl hands.dat.pl
 iʃmettam tahs Laiwas Rihkus
 throw.pst.1.pl the.gen.sg ship.gen.sg tackles.acc.pl
 ‘And on the third day we threw the ship’s tackles with our own hands’
Taken at face value, the prepositional phrase ar ſawahm paſcham Rohkahm 
can be understood either as putting the emphasis on the possessee (‘with our 
hands themselves’) or on the possessor (‘with our own hands’). Using pats 
‘self’ in the meaning “own” was relatively harmless and had the advantage of 
rendering the German adjective eigen in a straightforward way. 
It follows from all of the foregoing that the Old Prussian construction 
ʃwaiāʃmu ʃupʃei buttan ‘to his own house’ (III 876) cannot be seen as an isolated 
translation error, but reflects a real syntactic structure which has exact paral-
lels in the other Baltic languages. Common to them all is a type of agreement 
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whereby the genitive of ‘self’ agrees with a possessive genitive which is not 
overtly expressed in the context, but can be recovered from the deep structure 




































































Following Adams (2015, 66), who pointed to a similar pattern in Tocharian, 
I propose calling this construction “the submerged genitive”. I am fully aware, 
however, that this denomination, with its metaphorical aftertaste, raises serious 
problems.5 The distinction between surface and underlying structures is not a 
cosmetic tool made necessary to understand the agreement of the genitive ‘self’ 
with an absent genitive underlyingly contained in a possessive adjective. It has 
in fact far-reaching implications for important aspects of linguistic theory. To 
begin with, it is striking that the reconstructed underlying structure cannot be 
understood as a historical precursor to the surface structure. In Old Latvian, 
for example, there is no evidence that a possessive genitive like *tava ‘of you’ 
(= Lith. tàvo) has ever existed in the prehistory of the language and was at some 
5 McCartney (1919), describing the corresponding Greek and Latin data, simply speaks of 
‘implied agreement’.
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point replaced by the possessive adjective tavs ‘your’. This is very unlikely. 
The same probably holds true for Old Prussian. In other words, the underlying 
structure is a pure fiction whose existence seems to be required by the syntactic 
structure, but has no legal basis in any sector of reality. It would equally be 
unsatisfactory to claim that the underlying structure represents a cognitive real-
ity referring to what the speaker has in his brain, because, first, this reconstruc-
tion cannot be falsified nor verified, and, second, we are unable to explain the 
transformation of an underlying possessive genitive into a surface possessive 
adjective. Since I am not willing to admit the existence of ghosts, I prefer to 
claim that the source of the submerged genitive is based on language-internal 
analogy. As a matter of fact, in the three Baltic languages, possessive adjectives 
always show up in a linguistic system that also displays possessive genitives. 
In Latvian, for example, the structure tavs paša gods ‘your own honor’ (with 
the possessive adjective tavs) is supported by the parallel of viņa paša gods 
‘his own honor’ (with the possessive genitive viņa). As a rule, the unusual 
agreement illustrated by Latvian tavs paša gods presupposes the parallelism of 
a regular agreement like viņa paša gods. Put another way, whenever we find 
the submerged genitive, we may expect to find in the language the coexistence 
of possessive genitives and possessive adjectives.
4 Other Indo-European Languages
The submerged genitive is not exclusive to the Baltic languages. It also occurs 
in a number of other Indo-European languages, which leads us to think that it 
might be fairly ancient and probably inherited from Proto-Indo-European. A 
necessary pre-condition for its emergence is, of course, that the language under 
consideration has possessive adjectives, which excludes languages (like Old 
Irish) that use only possessive genitives. Going further, it is necessary to distin-
guish languages where the meaning ‘own’ is rendered by a special adjective 
(like German eigen) [type 1] and languages where it is rendered by the genitive 
of ‘self’ (like Latvian paša) [type 2]. As a rule, we would expect a privative 
distribution between the two types with the result that a language that has an 
adjective ‘own’ does not use the submerged genitive, and vice versa; as we 
shall see, this rule is not completely mandatory, because there are languages 
(like Ancient Greek) where we observe a coexistence of the two types.
To begin with, whereas Polish, Czech and Russian have an adjective ‘own’ 
(Polish własny, Czech vlastní, Russian со́бственный) and thus belong to 
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type 1, we find a good example of type 2 in Lower Sorbian, where the genitive 
samego (from sam ‘self’) can be used to put the emphasis on the possessor, 
even if the possessor is expressed by a possessive adjective (ex. 26):
(26)  Lower Sorbian: Serbski Casnik, 1926, 10
 ze swojimi knigłami samego 
 with refl.poss.instr.pl books.instr.pl self.gen.sg
 ‘with his own books’
This construction is certainly ancient in Sorbian and belongs to a broader 
system in which possessive adjectives can be developed by appositional 
genitives of whatever nature, as shown by the following Old Church Slavic 
example:
(27)  Old Church Slavic: Vita Simeonis 5, 33
 Дръжите наказание мое
 Drьžite  nakazanie  moe




 ‘Preserve the instruction of me, your father’ (= Lat. institutionem 
 meam patris vestri)
Example (27) can be due to the Latin pattern from which it is translated, 
but this cannot be the case with the Sorbian parallel (ex. 26). All this suggests 
that the submerged genitive is a genuine and probably ancient construction in 
Slavic. The antiquity of the submerged genitive is suggested by its occurrence 
in other Indo-European languages such as Latin (ex. 28):
(28)  Latin: Cicero, Ad Familiares, 9, 11
 meo  ipsius interitu
 1.sg.poss.abl.sg self.gen.sg death.abl.sg
 ‘about my own death’
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Ancient Greek (ex. 29):
(29)  Homer, Odyssey, 22, 218
 Σῷ  δ᾿  αὐτοῦ  κράατι  τείσεις.
 Sō̃i  d’ autoũ krā́ati teíseis.
 2.sg.poss.dat.sg and self.gen.sg head.dat.sg pay.fut.2.sg
 ‘You will pay the price with your own head’
and especially Germanic, Gothic (ex. 30):
(30)  Gothic, Gal 6, 4
 iþ  waurstw  sein  silbins
 and action.acc.sg.nt  2.sg.poss.acc.sg.nt self.gen.sg
 kiusai  ƕarjizuh
 test.opt.prs.3.sg  each.nom.sg
 ‘Each one should test their own actions’ (Greek τὸ δὲ ἔργον ἑαυτοῦ
 δοκιμάζετο ἕκαστος)
Old Norse (ex. 31):
(31)  Old Norse, Konungs skuggsiá 118, 10 (cf. Faarlund 2004, 90)
 Lát  taka  lúðra  mína
 let.imp.2.sg  take.inf trumpet.acc.pl.msc 1.sg.poss.acc.pl.msc
 sjalfs
 self.gen.sg
 ‘Let them take my own trumpets!’
Old English (ex. 32):
(32)  Old English, Beowulf 2147
 Ac  hē  mē  māðmas  geaf /
 and  3.sg.nom.sg 1.sg.acc.sg treasure.acc.pl.msc give.pst.3.sg
 sunu  Healfdenes  on  mīnne   




 ‘And he gave me treasures to choose, the son of Healfdene, on my
 own choice’
and Old High German (ex. 33):
(33)  Old High German: Isidor, 4, 8 (cf. Grimm 1837, 356)
 Druhtin  nerrendo  Christ 
 Lord.nom.sg Savior.nom.sg  Christ.nom.sg
 sîneru  selbes  stimnu  urchundida
 3.sg.poss.instr.sg self.gen.sg voice.instr.sg witness.pst.3.sg
 ‘Jesus Christ the Lord our Savior witnessed with his own voice’ 
 (= Latin Dominus Jesus Christus propria voce testatur)
The Ancient Greek data are particularly interesting. There is in Ancient 
Greek an adjective that progressively acquired the meaning ‘own’, Gr. ἴδιος 
ídios, as in (34):
(34)  Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound, 403–404
 Ζεὺς  ἰδίοις  νόμοις  κρατύνων
 Zeùs  idíois  nómois  kratúnōn
 Zeus.nom.sg own.dat.pl laws.dat.pl ruling.part.nom.sg
 ‘Zeus ruling by his own laws’
But, at the same time, the submerged genitive was preserved and grammat-
icalized for the reflexive function in Classical Greek, as in (35):
(35)  Lysias, On the Refusal of a Pension, 24, 14
 Πιστεύετε  τοῖς  ὑμετέροις  
 Pisteúete  toĩs hūmetérois 
 trust.imper.prs.2.pl the.dat.pl 2.pl.poss.dat.pl 
 αὐτῶν  ὀφθαλμοῖς.
 autō̃n  ophthalmoĩs.
 self.gen.pl  eye.dat.pl
 ‘Trust your (own) eyes’
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Ancient Greek thus shows that a language can possess both an adjective 
‘own’ and the submerged genitive if they are distinguished by a secondary 
distribution (here emphasis vs. reflexivity). The use of ἴδιος ídios in the general 
meaning ‘own, pertaining to oneself’ was late in Greek (its original meaning, 
the only attested in Homer, was ‘private, personal’) and certainly linked, as a 
drag-chain shift, to the evolution of the submerged genitive construction from 
the emphatic to the purely reflexive meaning. 
In a well-known study based on Sorbian and other Slavic languages, Corbett 
(1987) has shown that the submerged genitive is a broader phenomenon which 
does not appear limited to the association of a possessive adjective with an 
expansion in the genitive. It also occurs with other types of possessive or rela-
tional adjectives, which are notoriously productive in Slavic and can likewise 
be developed by appositional genitives, as shown by (36):
(36)  Old Church Slavic: Acts of the Apostles, 21, 8
 въ  домъ Филиповъ ѥваньгелиста
 vъ  domъ  Filippovь jevanьgelista 
 into house.acc.sg Philip’s.acc.sg evangelist.gen.sg
 ‘into the house of Philip the Evangelist’, lit. ‘into Philip’s house of
 the evangelist’ (= Greek εἰς τὸν οἶκον Φιλίππου τοῦ εὐαγγελιστοῦ)
This type has caused a lot of ink to flow, both on the Slavic side (e.g. Flier 
1974, Huntley 1984, Corbett 1987, Eckhoff 2011, 49) and from an Indo-Eu-
ropean perspective (e.g. McCartney 1919, Watkins 1967, Matasović 2011, 
Mendoza & Álvarez-Pedrosa 2011). For reasons of space, I cannot pursue 
consideration of this question in this paper, but it is clear that the submerged 
genitive cannot be simply dismissed as a mere syntactic error in the isolated 
Old Prussian example in which it survives, almost by accident.
5 Conclusion
The Old Prussian translation of Martin Luther’s Enchiridion (1561) is often 
regarded as a corrupted text deeply distorted by the translation process and the 
desperate plight of its philological transmission. In spite of this, the syntac-
tic structures of the Old Prussian language may be revealed in some cases by 
isolated micro-contexts which prima facie look like mere translation errors, 
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but testify to actual syntactic usages, some of great antiquity, thus providing 
interesting insights into the historical syntax of the Baltic languages. The 
‘submerged genitive’, which surfaces as an isolated holdover from an archaic 
structure, is a good example of the type of evidence that the Old Prussian 
Enchiridion can bring us, provided it is analyzed carefully by a combination of 
strict philological methods and more general linguistic insights.
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